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report of the special COMMISSION TO instigate the

CRIMINAL LAW (UNDER CHAPTER 34 OF THE RESOLVES
OF 1923).

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of
1 Massachusetts in General Court assembled.
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The Commission has been requested, for instance, to provide changes in form ofcertain indictments; to abolish entirely the fixed time 'with reference to sentences
and to leave the whole question of the length of sentence to be imposed to the
discretion of the individual judge imposing such sentence; to make provisions with
reference to the conduct of district attorneys in the presentation and trial of cases
before juries; to abolish capital punishment; and, on the other hand, to make
more stringent the provisions with reference to the parole of persons convicted of
crime and to require more severe penalties for certain crimes.

From all the matters submitted to the Commission, the most important requiring
attention appear to be the elimination of delays in the prosecution of crimes, the
necessity after arrest of speeding up the final imposition of the penalty for the
crime committed, including the presentation of questions of law on bills of ex-
ceptions, and what appears to be an unnecessary expense in the present methods
of prosecutions, all of which apparently have not kept pace with the increased
speed and intensity of the general activities of the social and business world.

Very able and learned arguments were presented to the Commission advocating
a change from the present universal use of the indictment in presenting for trial
the crimes that are now so prosecuted, and the substitution therefor of the method
commonly used in England and in many of the states of presenting cases on in-
formation by the prosecuting officer.

The adoption of such a change would reduce greatly the necessity for prolonged
sittings of the Grand Jury, and also reduce the number of cases that are now required
to be presented to that body. Statistics were presented to the Commission in this
connection. 1 For example, cases that have been presented to the Grand Jury
throughout the Commonwealth have increased in the decade between 1912 and
1922, from 2,334 oases to 5,344 cases. Of those presented in 1912, about 18% of
“no bills” were returned, while of those presented in 1922, about 10% of “no
bills” were returned. In 1912 there were 1,614 indicted and 938 of the defendants
indicted in that or previous years claimed a trial. In 1922, 4,676 were indicted,
and 619 of the defendants indicted in that or previous years claimed a trial. In
1912, 198 were sent to the State Prison, whereas in 1922 only 188 were sentenced
to that institution.

The contention is made that under a more efficient system discovery would be
made in earlier stages of the prosecution of cases that would be_ likely to end by
sentence other than to the State Prison, with a vast saving of time, expense and
inconvenience.

To speed up prosecutions and secure more rapid imposition of penalties following
commission of crimes, there were also presented to the Commission various methods
of enlarging the jurisdiction and powers of the district and municipal courts through-
out the Commonwealth; the benefit that w-ould accrue by allowing the person
who so desired to plead guilty when first apprehended; and also the desirability
of giving the right to the defendant to waive trial by jury, thus securing an earlier
disposition of his case than is now possible.

It seems to the Commission, from the information and arguments submitted to
it, that much could be 1 done to change the ancient routine now- followed in the
initiation of criminal prosecutions and subsequent conduct of the cases and the
final disposition, both with fairness to the person charged with crime and with
imcli UIOpUDJLOA'JXIj uyjvii. VVIIU VX-- O
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increased speed and greater facility to the prosecuting officials, all with a saving

of a tremendous expense that, with the system now in vogue, is necessarily wasted.
While the foregoing suggestions seem to be of sufficient importance, as presented

to the Commission, to be called to the attention of the Legislature, it appears from

the terms of the Resolve that specific action or recommendation covering these
subjects is not within the scope of our authority. If it were, such fundamental
changes could not be safely formulated within the limited time at the disposal or
this Commission. The authority granted by the_ Resolve is restricted specifically
to the subjects mentioned therein. The Commission, therefore, reports specifically
its conclusions only as to these subjects

From Reports of Commissioner of Correct
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The first of these subjects is the advisability and feasibility of revising an

clarifying the provisions of general law relative to the imposition ot penalties or

the commission of crime with special regard to the definition of felony an mi
demeanor,” and the relation existing between commitments to the various state
demeanor, ana tne relation eAistms ucuwotu y—v.
and county penal institutions and the prescribed penalty.

A
,

This Resolve was the outcome of certain requests to the Legislature at its last

session by the Commissioner of Correction for changes in the lav rela ive o re

subjects designated in the Resolve. It was his desire to eliminate difficulties that

had arisen by reason of inconsistencies and contradictory provisions in the prese t
laws. It appeared that some of these difficulties might be obviated by a chana e
in the present statutory definit111

It requires but a brief consideration of the penal statutes in Massachusetts to
realize that the definition of felony has very nearly lost its former significance.
In the early days of English criminal jurisprudence part of the punishment for
certain crimes consisted in the forfeiture to the Crown of a mans property or

privileges. Such crimes were said to work infamy on the man guilty •
Certain crimes thereafter came to be known as “ infamous crimes or crimes calling

for infamous punishment, and were later known as felonies. Around this distortion
betw-een felonies and non-felonies certain rules of law and procedure have develops .
The laws relating to jury challenges in criminal cases, the right to arrest without
. +l, o rio-Pl to take the fineer-prints of inmates of penal institutions, the

•certain crimes consisted m t

a warrant, the right to take the fmger-pri
i other sections of our statutes stillimpeachment of the testimony of witnes

md other crimes.
immonwealth, with the abolition ot for-
was largely known in the early days as
isary for the courts to redefine the term
ons between felonious and non-felonious

preserve the distinction between felonies
In the early history of crime in this C

feiture and attainder, in fact all tha
“infamous punishment”, it became nece
“infamous”, in order that these distinct

half of the nineteenth century it was
crimes should be maintair

i offenders of the misdemeanant type to
ciders, who were more apt to be felons incommon practice in Massachuset

tmiisps of correction and more seihouses of correction and more serious onenaeis, who weic »iy "".“VJ,
the sense that they had committed the kind of crime which previously had been
punished bv infamous punishment, to the one state insuitution, namely, the btat

therefore, that legislation should hove be™.enacted torn

time to time which distinguished between crimes punishable in the State Prison

and.
6
those mifishable elsewdiere. Therefore, when in 1852 in the case of Jones vs.

Robbins 8 Gray 399 the Supreme Judicial Court was called upon to define felon)

HiiLwous puiLhmenfi”, it was not surprising that the court held that im-

nrisonment in the State Prison was infamous punishment and imprisonment else-
Te" not The decision in this case had this curious result, however that the
classification of the crime, that is, as to whether it was felonious or not, de
pended upon the place to’which the criminal might be sent and not on the nature

of the crime itself. The distinction no doubt was a workable one at the time t

was made and as a matter of fact it is probably similar to the distinction adoptc

ion in tin

iu

was made and as a matter oi tact it is pn
in many of the other states in the Umor

With the development of penology, however, and the establishment ot retorma-

«l other similar institutions, the distinction
real. A large number of

mdant
by far the greater number. the
either to the State Prison or to a jail or houseoi correction, um, novw

fact that a defendant might be sent to the State 1nson constitutes 1
even though in fact he may receiv

he
The (

to the pre
and list the more serious crimes as felonies with a provision that

IU Ulciooixj . i . ) ...
x: x,, Hcir.lovo r»r npfinp. T.O he;

A, ether crimes as the .Legislature may irom time to time un -y
felonies shall thereafter be felonies and that all other crimes shallbe misdemeanor .
Tt is tn he presumed that any such list would include the more serious crimes such
U lsU) . ‘ SlLhter. rape, and arson. In such cases, and in others, the rangethe r
as murdc
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in degree of culpability is very great and if certain crimes are to be declared to be
felonies sufficient latitude in disposition or sentence should be given the judges.

(2) To attempt a new definition of felony which wouldbe based upon the charac-
ter of the crime or the length of time for which punishment may be imposed and
not upon the place of punishment. The emphasis in modern penology is upon
individualized treatment and the attempt is made to classify the criminal according
to his needs rather than upon the character of the crime which he committed. It
may be, under this new view, that a misdemeanant possesses certain traits or de-
fects which would require a much longer course of treatment in his case than in
that of a man guilty of a serious felony.

Under the Federal laws all crimes punishable by imprisonment for a term ex-
ceeding one year are felonies. It has been urged before the Commission that the
term of punishment rather than the place should govern the definition and that
it might be advisable to define felony as any crime for which a person could be
imprisoned for a term greater than five years.

(3) To abolish entirely the distinction between a felony and a misdemeanor.
Such changes would have so far-reaching an effect upon the jurisdiction and

procedure of our inferior and superior courts as to be inadvisable without further
and extended study and more careful and critical examination of all criminal
statutes than this Commission has been able to make.

The Commission recommends that G. L. Chap. 218, sec. 27, be amended by
striking out the words “to jail or house of correction for a longer term than two
years, or,” so that the said section shallread: “They may impose the same penalties
as the superior court for all crimes of which they have jurisdiction, except that
they may not impose a sentence to the state prison for any term.” A bill to ac-
complish this result is appended to this report and marked Appendix B.

The purpose of this recommendation is to give to the district courts equal power
with the Superior Court to impose sentences in houses of correction and jails up
to the maximum of two and one-half years as authorized by G. L. Chap. 279,
sees. 19-23. At the present time district courts may impose sentences for no
longer term than two years, although they may take jurisdiction in all cases of
misdemeanors except conspiracies and libels and all felonies punishable by im-
prisonment in the state prison for not more than five years . . . G. L. Chap. 218,
sec. 26. There seems to be no valid reason why the district courts should not be
given the further power to sentence for an additional term of six months in such
institutions, especially as their exercise of such power, in the absence of appeal,
would tend to relieve the docket of the Superior Court. The result of this pro-
posed amendment will be, not to extend the jurisdiction of the district courts,
but to enlarge their powers of sentence over cases already within their jurisdiction.

The Commission further recommends that the following section be added to
G. L. Chap. 279:

Except as provided in section two of chapter two hundred and sixty-four and section
two of chapter two hundred and sixty-five of the General Laws, a person convicted of
any crime punishable by imprisonment in the state prison may Be sentenced to im-

prisonment in a jail or house of correction for not more than two and one-half years.

Under existing law many crimes named in the General Laws are punishable by
in the alternative, by imprisonment in the

ss than two and one-half years, or by fine,
p. 272, sec. 2, whereabduction is punishable
ir not more than th Ne years, or in jail or

imprisonment in the state prison, and,
house of correction or jail for terms k
An example is to be found in G. L. Cha
by imprisonment in the state prison i
house of correction for not more than o: year, or by a fine of not u ore than SI,OOO,
or by both imprisonment and fine. Under this section the coi ■' nas no discretionary
power to impose a sentence between one year in the jail or house oi correction and
a terra of two and one-half years in the state prison, such term beii ; the minimum
state prison sentence authorized by law. The Commission believ'; that, whereowiuu ui louu ociiuciiuu ci ei uuwi kjj m>>

•
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the court may sentence in the alternative either to the state priso m o Lie house
of correction or jail, there should be no intervening term, to which t,u rurt could
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between the maximum in the house of correction or jail and the
i in state prison, but that the court should have the power to sentence
mum term in the jail or house of correction up to and including the
in in the state prison. No reason appears for refusing the court
ence for any particular term between these two limits,
ng section 'is further proposed with the view of enlarging the dis-
ver of the courts to sentence in crimes which have been regarded by
e as sufficiently serious to warrant no sentence other than one m the

not se
minima'm t
from the .n
maximur
power to sc

The fore:
cretionary pc
the Legislate

■h a nature as to demand the impositionstate prison. Such crimes are usually of
of a severe penalty. It is found, however not only by the courts but by prosecuting

sometimes exist where it is unjust to theofficers, that exceptional circumstar
nd where it would be desirable to givedefendant to sentence to the state pri;

rm in some other institution. At
the power to the court to in

within the requisite ages, the court may
the present time, where defendants are w
sentence to the Massachusetts Reformatory If such sentence to the Massachusetts

disposition of the case, the court
Reformatory, however, should not be t a

Nt on probation, filing the case, or
has only the alternatives of putting the de
of sentencing the defendant to a term in the

lUxlllu Uii uoiwii, '‘““ft N .
'

ate prison. The Commission believes
that the court should be given a wider discretionary power of sentence.

G, L. Chap. 265, sec. 9, penalizes a fight by pre-arrangement by imprisonment
Lr. -b. onap. 4VO, bee. v, pciuwwco co ü

b
u U

c <• - ‘ +t nT. Ann
in the state prison for not more than ten years, or by a fine ot not more than
Section 11 provides that leaving the state to fight by pre-arrangement is punish-
able by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than five years or by a tine

pparently contemplate the existence of
of not more than $5,000. These statut

impose a fine, rather than a state prisoncircumstances which make it advisal
nces which, warrant a fine, thesentence. If, therefore, there may

Ist which, while rendering a state prisonCommission feels that situations may
sentence inadvisable, also make a fin adequate. Therefore, the power should

of imprisonment which would be deemedbe given to the court to impi
than imprisonment in state prison; in
of correction from one day to two andmore severe than a fine, but less sev

other words, a sentence to a jail or hi
one-half years.

Many of the statutes where impris
ment provided deal with offenses ag

lent in the state prison is the only punish-
the rights of property. It is illogical to

j v

ins of such a statute must not be given a
say that an offender against the provi; HID VJI oum.

~
,

r two and one-half years or more, when itsentence other than in the state prison f
is remembered Tat for maTaughter (G. L. Chap. 265 sec. 13) the ranges
from state prison for not more than twenty years down to the minimum ail sentence
and fine; that the same penalties are provided for mayhem (G. L.
Chap. 265, sec. 14) except that the maximum fine is $l,OOO instead of f2,000 as
in the case of manslaughter; that for assault with intent *9 ‘the state
maim (G. L. Chap. 265, see. 15) the punishment may be imprisonment in the state

nrison or in jail and fine; that for attempt to murder by poisoning (G. U. Chap.

265 sec 16) the punishment may be by imprisonment in state prison for not more

thanTwenty years, o, in jail tor not more than two and one-hal years .nill by to
of not, more than $1,000; that for statutory rape, so-called (G. L. Chap. -Oh,
of not more than »i,uuu; mat mr y
sec. 23), the punishment may be by ir iprisonment for life in the state prison or

m; and similar penalties are imposedimprisonment in any other instituti
assault with intent to rape (G. L. Cl up. 265

Ivocating the above profBoth reasons of the Commissior
!6 where the offense of kidnapping, or faillustrated by G. L. Chap. 265 sec

imprisonment, is made punishable 1
more than ten years, or by a sentem

imprisonment in the state prison for
n mil for not more than two years andin jail for not more than t

imposed where there is no intent to ext
to extort money or property exists, the s
, imprisonment in the state prison for

a fine; the foregoing penalties being
money or property. Where the intern
spp.t.inn nrovides, ns the only penaltysection nrovides, as me omy penalty, miiiuwmuc y *•*

more than twenty-five years. Under the first part of this statute
be imprisoned in the state prison from two and one-halt to ten yc
one day to two years, but cannot be imprisoned for any t
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and two and one-half years. The above section would bridge that gap by ravine-the court power to sentence to the jail or house of correction for two and We-halfyears. The second part of said statute gives no discretionary power to ine courtto sentence under a minimum of two and one-half years in the state p.lson, andto sentence under a minimum of two
manifestly is inadequate to deal with cases of false imprisonment .which’may
sometimes occur. The proposed section would enlarge the discretionary ofthe court so that in exceptional cases jail or house of correction sentences mightbe imposed.

mam

By the existing lack of discretionary power the court has been forced in somecases to put a defendant on probation, or to file the indictment, because of theinjustice of sending him to the state prison for two and one-half years. In othercases, the court has been compelled to sentence a defendant to the state prisonwhere a fairer and more just sentence would have been a short term in some otherinstitution. To remedy this situation, and to furnish the court with the means of
rendering as exact justice as possible, the Commission makes this recommenda-
tion. It is not designed to minimize the seriousness of the crimes affected by the
proposed section, but the Commission intends to make the imposition of penalties
more elastic, so that the public on one side and the individual on the other may bedealt with more fairly. A bill to accomplish this result is appended to this report
and marked Appendix C.

that this would result in the commitment of moreObieotior

men to jails and houses of correction who would otherwise be committed to the
risen or other state institutions; that the jails and houses of correction aiother state mstitut

it in a position to receive and
substantial terms; and that many of them are not
equipped with the necessary facilities for the schooling and recreation necessary

ver. The Commission does not pass uponve t

the question as to the relative merits of state and county institutions. It assumes
that the requirements of up-to-date penological treatment will be provided by the
authorities having charge of these institutions and that the judges of our courts
will by personal visit familiarize themselves with the conditions at all penal institu-m;

ti
It is further objected that the amendments in the statute proposed as above

would change materially the intent of the legislature and that a blanket statute
providing for the imposition of lighter penalties than those prescribed in the la
in all cases would result in completely obliterating the distinction which the leeis
lature had made between certain crimes with respect to the seriousness of their
punishments. The answer to this is, it seems to the Commission, that the matter

ant and that the court looks more
ndividual and his course of treatme:

anges in the statutes to enlarge theCo-incident with the consideration of
to jails and houses of correction (seepower of district courts to send offend
allow all courts now having the power,ix B) and a general amendment

entence to jails and houses of correctionto send men to the State Prison also to
-ears (see Appendix C), it was urged"or terms not exceeding two and one-h

in the State Prison should be reduced tothat the minimum term of imprisonm

one year, as it was prior to 1877 in this Commonwealth, or to some minimum term
between one year and the present minimum of two and one-half years.

As it is now, in all cases where persons are sentenced from two and one-half years
to some longer term, the minimum becomes a maximum (see G. L. Chap. 127,
sec. 131). The deductions provided in G. L. Chap. 127, sec. 130 and the permits
to bo at liberty and releases on parole provided in sections 140and 141 of the same
hhapter often make the time of actual incarcerations less than the maximum term
of the sentence. To make sentences to the State Prison and jails and houses of
correction really co-terminous, it is claimed that the State Prison minimum should
be set at two rather than two and one-half years, on account of the application

le maximum and minimum sentence, as provided in G. L. Chap. 279, see. 24.
■ as also suggested that if for the reasons already stated it is advisable to increase
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igical for the
ihorter termsthe maximum sent ice to jails and houses of correction it is alsc

same reasons 1 allow judges to send men to the State Prison tc
than at present..

The Commission does not deem it advisable at the present tim to recommend
a change in the State Prison minimum sentenc convict under<X 111 KJOCIOC J- J. ICUiI Ulllliuiw"1

.

Section 26 of Chapter 279 of the General Laws provides that
sentence of imprisonment in the State Prison may be sentenced
of not less than one year. Section 24 in the last sentence then

i further time
provides that

thexpiration of the min am term csuch sentence shall take effect upon t
preceding sentence.

This portion of section 24 may unde t with thenfl:me circumstances conflict with the prc
t 127 of the General I ,ws. These two131 and 133 of Chavisions oi
plural sentences to the State Prison thelatter sections provide that in all

her for the purpcded together lor the purpose oi ae-

.tenoed thereunder is to be releasedminimum te
ntennining the time at which the per

Iso proviwhether by parole or otherwise. Th
dained in said Chapter for a termthereunder shall be amenable e itherterms of the sentences. Here as inequal to the aggregate of the maximum terms of the sentences. Here as in orner

sections of the law the unique method of sentencing to the State Prison and the
establishment of a different mode of sentencing to other state institutions has

v f..
• , •

ih. If ia inrnnssiKlp. to ADOlv the PrOVISIOHS Oi

dug to t

caused much contusion in me statuses, nib uupu*.

sections 131 and 133 of Chapter 127 and at the san 1nc

contained in the last sentence of section 24 of Chapter 279.
The Commission believes that persons held in the State Prison under more thanThe Commission believes that persons held in the State 1 rison

i
sentence should be regarded as serving a term equal to the aggregate of such

omirnm nf section 24 is unnecessary and in order to harmonizeone sente
sentences. Th it

Ie law we recommend that it be eliminated. A bill to bring about

inpxed to this report and marked Appendix D.the 1
annex'

Difi
i

•e the mittimus describes it as an attemptdetermining the character of the crime wheresthe mittimus describes itas an
•j i U'U97O oopfmn 32 TVTOVldes US follows. Whoever L

fn mmmit larceny, unapuer swwuu 00,
~

, ,TO comuiwy J f Inmmr or for felonv may be
sentenced to the Massachusetts tteiormaiuiy iui •

held therein for not more than five years unless sentenced “a longterm i 1

whic
Re
years; i

he
Oh

crirni
the i y

be
under section 33. See section 30 of Chapter 2fab.

. ~

The impossibility of determining the dimeter ofJthe; l™y “ p

IS T
274, section 6, the cn
misdemeanor. For t
fhnqp in charge of penal institutions to rnaKe me piupei

this sort, it is proposed by the Commission
lG

the crime
General Laws and the punishment tnereior.

annexed to this report and marked Appendix I
mi nf “from and after” sentence:

1Prison as explaine■1;
TPn mipcifion ot from ana alter senLeiicub uu

, ".P ,■ rn / 10iZwhprp in this report is provided for by sections 131 and 133 of Chapter 124
plqpwWp in tins report is proviaea 101 oy

,

*

f om which it is clear that the parole may be figured upon the aggregate of t
two sentences provided the amendment suggested above is adopted

The construction of the statutes with respect to parole from mstit- ns o*
the consxruewu v.,.™.™ T„ the nn.se nf suoces nV( 1? (1 he consul uctiuii ,

than the State Prison is not so clear, however. In the m
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terminate sentences to the Reformatory or State Farm there is no statute whichdefines the power of the paroling authority with sufficient accuracy to nreverifconfusion. J v 111

Again, with reference to definite term sentences to county institutions a difficultyhas existed since an opinion was rendered by the Attorney General in 1921 fOiiA. G. February 1, 1921). Sections 140 and 141 of Chapter 127 provide "for therelease of persons sentenced on definite terms to county institutions and that thelast six months of the definite sentences may be remitted with the approval of theJudge and the District Attorney or the Probation Officer. The opinion of theAttorney General above referred to was to the effect that the second of two “fromand after” sentences could not take effect until the whole period of the first hadexpired. The result of this opinion is that no parole could be granted with any
benefit on the first of two sentences beca
released to be brought back after his par
of his second sentence.

use it would be necessary for the inmaterole period had expired to serve the time

If this opinion were literally followed
in the case of successive indeterminate

ven more difficulty would be experienced
sentences but it would nevertheless seem

to require that the whole maximum term of an indeterminate sentence should be
served before the second sentence took
the indeterminate sentence and would i

affect. This would destroy the value of
nder it not indeterminate but fixed.

. Rather than seek to change the vari
county parole the Commission has draft
tion of a sentence for the purpose only of

is sections having to do with state and
i a bill which seeks to define the expira-
iscertaining when a sentence to be served

“from and after” the first sentence shall take effect. This, while in no way dis-
turbing the present system of state and county parole, or in any way shortening

wnj nuij omn uciU-Ug,>f parole will define more clearly the time
is to attach. Draft of bill to accomplish
ed Appendix F.

lengthening or affecting the quantum
at which parole from a second sentence
this is annexed to this report and marl

Respect .illy submitt

JAMES M. SWIFT, Chair
ELIAS B. BISHOP.
SANFORD BATES.
HAROLD P. WILLIAMS
RALPH W. REEVE.
HENRY C. McKENNA.

December 15, 192J

ADDITIONAL MINORITY REPORT.

The present statutory definition of felony has been in existence for more than
seventjr years and has been quoted and used in numerous decisions of our Supreme
Judicial Court.

G. L. Chap. 274, sec. 1, defines a felony as “a crime punishable by death or
imprisonment in the state prison” and a misdemeanor as any other crime.

G. L. Chap. 279, sec. 33, however, provides that “whoever is sentenced to the
Massachusetts Reformatory for . . . any felony may be held,” etc. In other
words, the definition of felony commences to lose its accuracy and usefulness when
it is provided that men may be sent to other institutions for crimes which are
classified as felonies because they may be sent to the State Prison.

A further confusion in this situation is made apparent by consideration of G. L.
Chap. 279, secs. IS and 19. Section 19 provides that a woman convicted of a
felony shall be sent to the Reformatory for Women; and section 18 provides that
a woman sent there for a felony shall be held not more than five years, unless she
is sentenced for a longer term . . . Moulton vs. Commonwealth, 215 Mass. 525,
holds that a woman felon may be sent nowhere but to the Reformatory for Women.
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We thus have a situation whereby a woman is a felon because she has commtted
a crime which may be punishable in the State Prison, and yet sie cai

th
While it is not deemed advisable to recommend any substantive change at

present in the definition of the word “felony ,we
m ieht be

with regard to the application of these statutes and that this confusion might be

Snimized by the insertion of certain words in G L. Chap. 274, sec 1. It after
the word “crime” in said section there were to be added the woids which i

committed by an adult male person would be” the meaning wou t. ic• c
The anomalous situation with regard to female and juvenile felo s

fieved and so far as we now see no serious dislocation of penal statutes wouldresult
tPorpfnrp recommend legislation as provided in the bill annexed t PWe therefore recommend legislation a

and marked Appendix A.and marked Appendix a. JAMES M. SWIFT.
SANFORD BATES.

Appendix A .

An Act changing the Statutory Definition of Felony.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Chapter two hundred and seventy-four of the General Laws is hereby amende

bv striking out section one and inserting in place thereof the following._ ec

71" rime wiich if committed by » adult m.le P«'»" bX"s .“mdeath or imprisonment in the state prison is a lelony. All othei dimes aie

demeanors.

Appendix B.

An Act to enlarge the Jurisdiction of the Justices of Inferior O
IN THE Ma1

Be it enacted, etc., as foil
Ired and eighteen of the General Laws is hereby amended by

twenty-seven and inserting in place thereof the following sec-
striking out section twenty-seven and inserting m= t=
tion: Section 27. They may i:

all crimes of which they have jurisdiction, except that t

sentence to the state prison lor any

Appendix C.

An Act to provide Alternative Sentences fob Crimes now
Imprisonment in the State i bison .

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Chanter two hundred and seventy-nine of the GeneralLaws is

by inserting after section seven the following new section. .Sec

as provided in section two of chapter two hundred and sixty-fo

tWo of chapter two hundred and sixty-five, a person convicted of <
able by imprisonment in the state prison may be sentenced to 11

jail or house of correction for not more than two and one-half ye

Chapter t
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An Act peculating the Teem of Imprisonment in the State Prison
Be it enacted, etc., as foil

Section twenty-four of chapter two hundred and seventy-nine of the GenenlLaws is hereby amended by striking out the last sentence of said section so as toread as follows: Section 24. If a convict is sentenced to the state prison excentfor hie or as an habitual criminal, the court shall not fix the term of imprisonmentbut shall fax a maximum and a minimum term for which he may be imprisoned’i he maximum term shall not be longer than the longest term fixed by law for thepunishment of the crime of which he has been convicted, and the minimum termshall not be less than two and one half years.

An Act to regulate the Punishment of Attempts to commit Certain
Larcenies.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Chapter two hundred and seventy-four of the General Laws is hereby amendedby striking out section six and inserting in place thereof the following: Section
6. Whoever attempts to commit a crime by doing any act toward its commission,but fails in its perpetration, or is intercepted or prevented in its perpetration, shall’except as otherwise provided, be punished as follows;

First, by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than ten jnars, if heattempts to commit a crime punishable with death.
Second, by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than five years or injail for not more than two and one-half years, if he attempts to commit a crime,

except any larceny under section thirty chapter two hundred and sixty-six,
punishable by imprisonment in the state

Third, by imprisonment in jail for not
more than three hundred dollars, if he i

prison for life or for five years or more.
L

~
J

more than one year or by a fine of not
ttempts to commit a crime, except any

-ceny under section thirty of chapter t r o hundred and sixty-six, punishable by
iment in the state prison for less than five years or by imprisonment injail or by a fine.

Fourth, by imprisonment in a jail or house of correction for not more than two
and one-half years or by a fine, or by both such fine and imprisonment, if he at-
tempts to commit any larceny punishable under section 30 of chapter 266.

Ap p i BIX F

An Act to determine the Time op the Taking Effect op a “From and
After” Sente:

B, •7

Chapter two hundred and seventy-nine of the General Laws is herebv amended
by inserting after section eight the following new section; —Section BA. For the
purpose only of determining the time of the taking effect of a sentence which is
ordered to take effect from and after the expiration of a previous sentence, such
previous sentence shall be deemed to have expired when a prisoner serving such
previous sentence shall have been released therefrom by parole or otherwise.
Nothing in this section shall be construed to alter or control any provision of sec-
tion one hundred and thirty-one or section one hundred and forty-nine of chapter
one hundred and twenty-seven.

Appendix D

Appendix


